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ONE WORLD LITHIUM ANNOUNCES ENGAGEMENT OF PROACTIVE INVESTORS  
AND THE BIZZ0 MANAGEMENT GROUP 

 
 
 
VANCOUVER, BC - SEPTEMBER 12, 2018 - One World Lithium Inc. (CSE-OWLI) (the “Company”) is pleased to 
announce the engagement of two experienced groups to augment its online presence: Proactive Investors 
(“Proactive”) and the Bizzo Management Group (“Bizzo”). The Company also announces that it has filed to 
obtain an OTC:QB listing in the United States. 
 
Proactive Investors operates financial websites providing breaking news and commentary focused on the 
microcap sector of the stock market. It operates bureaus with top-tier broadcast studios in Vancouver, New 
York, London and Sydney that produce written articles and video interviews on specific public companies and 
broader topics of interest to the business community. 
 
Proactive Investors will report on the Company’s news and reach a global audience using editorial and video 
platforms. Content will be published on Proactive Investors websites, syndicated through multiple news 
portals, and be featured on social media. 
 
The Bizzo Management Group Inc will redesign One World Lithium’s website to become more interactive, write 
proprietary articles, and ensure that its large network is aware of content produced by Proactive. 
 
The Bizzo Group is a Social Media “agent of change” with several hundred thousand followers on Twitter, 
LinkedIn and Facebook. Its clients include Microsoft, 3M, IBM, US Cobalt, and PayPal. 
 
Gary Bizzo, principal and CEO, has received recognition from Forbes, London-based Richtopia, Entrepreneur 
Magazine, and others. He is an Elite weekly writer for Equities, Stockhouse, and a former partner at Equifaira  
Advisors. Gary has mentored business leaders, investors, and entrepreneurs.  He has published, “How to start 
a Successful business - the First Time,” as well as, “Social Media Rock star,” which sell on Amazon.  Gary is a 
professor at the Vancouver Campus of the New York Institute of Technology.  
 
Doug Fulcher, One World Lithium’s President and CEO, commented, “The combination of Proactive and Bizzo 
will dramatically increase the company’s exposure to world markets and with a drilling program scheduled for 
November of this year, now is the time to significantly expand and prioritize our communications strategy with 
experienced professionals.” 

About One World Lithium Inc. 
 
One World Lithium Inc. (“OWL”) an exploration Company is focused on exploring and developing lithium 
projects of merit. It currently has an option to acquire up to a 90% working interest in the 75,400 hectares or 
754 square kilometers) Salar Del Diablo Property located in Baja California Notre, Mexico.  
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On behalf of the Board of Directors of One World Lithium Inc., 
 
“Douglas Fulcher”  
 
Douglas Fulcher, President and CEO 
 
For further information, please contact Darren@oneworldlithium.com and/or visit 
www.oneworldlithium.com  
 
Statements in this press release, other than purely historical information, including statements relating to the Company's future plans 
and objectives or expected results, may include forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are based on numerous 
assumptions and are subject to all of the risks and uncertainties inherent in resource exploration and development. As a result, actual 
results may vary materially from those described in the forward-looking statements. 
  

Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Market Regulator (as that term is defined in the policies of the Canadian Securities 
Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 
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